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This Whitepaper provides just a
summary of the main features of the
Company. It does not contain advice
and has been prepared without taking
into account any participant’s
objectives, financial situation or needs. 
The Solid, also known as "Solid," is an
ecosystem and blockchain based
trading platform produced by our team.
The information in the offering
statement is comprehensive and may
differ with the time. As a result, it is
strongly advised that you read the
paperwork before investing.  Anyone
interested in participating in The Solid
offering should read our disclosures
and the offering statement that has
been publicly released. This offering
statement includes the final offering
circular. Only the offering statement is
being used to make the offering.
This whitepaper is not an offer to sell or
buy these securities, nor is it a sale of
these securities in any state or
jurisdiction. Before registration or
qualification under the securities laws
of any such state or jurisdiction, such
an offer, solicitation, or sale would be
illegal. An expression of interest does
not imply any form of commitment or
duty. 
The Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) has not registered,
licensed, or supervised The Solid as a
broker-dealer or investment adviser. 

Disclaimer                       
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Investing in Tokens involves several risks. 
There can be no assurance that Token
holders will be able to receive a payback
of their capital or any positive returns on
their purchase of tokens. Before investing
in Tokens, prospective purchasers should
carefully consider the section “Risk
Factors” of this Whitepaper, which
despite not providing an exhaustive list
or explanation of all the risks purchasers
may face when investing in Tokens, shall
be used as guidance. Prospective
purchasers should consider carefully
whether a purchase of Tokens is suitable
for them considering the information
herein and their personal legal and
financial circumstances. Unless otherwise
indicated or the context otherwise
requires, all references in this
Whitepaper to “Issuer”, “we”, “our”, “ours”,
“us” or similar terms refer to the issue.

This Whitepaper has not been reviewed
or approved by any financial regulator or
securities commission in any jurisdiction.

The information contained in this
Whitepaper has been prepared by The
Solid team and advisors on behalf of the
Company.
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The crypto world needs a transformation where users can work with any blockchain
seamlessly-more than it needs a dominant network. Our team believes that when
blockchains power financial networks and all money becomes digital, entrepreneurs
everywhere will be able to create new services and overhaul existing financial
infrastructure. The maturity of blockchain technology now presents willing participants
with much more functional nuance than ever before. The promise of this growing
functionality has lured many into this nascent industry with promises of financial
freedom and inclusion. 

Introduction                     

The Solid is a trading platform that
solves DeFi lending and DEX limitations
by leveraging the efficiency in
decentralized lending to power its 4x
margin lending capabilities, while
providing a robust order execution
platform that offers speed and low cost
through the elimination of smart
contracts. The Solid is a centralized
exchange that processes and fulfills
trades instantly through our robust
trading engine without the use of costly
and poor performing Smart Contracts.
Trades are executed and settled
instantaneously, while liquidity is
guaranteed through the direct
integration with a number of partner
exchanges and order book repeating.

The Solid is a decentralized, transparent
project aiming at profits for everyone.
The project is based on our own
exchange for trading making it a safe
and reliable investment for everyone.
The Solid provides innovative, open and
transparent decentralized solutions for
individuals and businesses to help them
attain financial sovereignty. Our focus is
on customer loyalty, tokenization of
rewards, and openness. With a highly
skilled and dedicated team, futuristic
solutions, and a strong foundation and
belief in the Solid Token, a leading
cryptocurrency with high tech
blockchain solutions, The Solid is
working towards its goal of becoming a
guiding star for blockchain-friendly
solutions for the crypto trading
Industry. 



A blockchain is essentially a sophisticated ledger of transactions that is duplicated and
appropriated across the entire network of PC frameworks. Each square in the chain
contains different transactions, and each time a new transaction occurs on the
blockchain, the changes are recorded in  each member's ledger. Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT) refers to a decentralized information base that is managed by a
group of people. Blockchain has an almost infinite number of applications in practically
every industry. 
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Why blockchain?

The ledger technology may be used to track
financial misappropriation, safely divide patient
health records among medical professionals, and
even serve as a better way to track protected
innovation in business and music rights for
artists. Cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin and
Ethereum, are digital currencies (or tokens) that
may be used to buy services and goods. Crypto,
which functions similarly to a digital form of
money, may be used to buy everything from
lunch to your next home. Unlike fiat currency,
crypto uses blockchain to operate as both a
public ledger and a stronger cryptographic
security system, ensuring that online transactions
are always recorded. 
The demand for online payments has increased
as the digital economy has grown. All things
considered; cryptocurrencies have become a
more widespread solution for meeting the needs
of online transactions.  

Cryptographic money refers to digital monetary units that operate independently of
any bank and can be used across borders without requiring permission. Its transaction
data, which is often maintained on a general ledger, is accessible to the public and
viewable by system members (also known as nodes within the network). 
Furthermore, authorities such as banks, tax authorities, and legal systems are largely
uninterested in digital currencies. Digital exchange platforms are platforms developed
on blockchain and deal with no licensing authorities.



As a result, trading platforms sometimes take advantage of users' trust and faith for
their gain. Due to the profitable nature of this behavior, there has been a spike in the
establishment of illegitimate trading platforms

Decentralization, on the other hand, is a safeguard against such platforms. Without the
use of intermediaries, exchanges should be made directly between interested
individuals that wish to swap their currencies, referred to as peer-to-peer exchanges.
 
The market is enthused by blockchain technology and the decentralization of currency
that blockchain technology and cryptocurrency provide. It is estimated that well over
4000 different cryptocurrencies currently exist, and each has a new use case for
blockchain being created on a near-weekly basis. 
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Problem
Global interest in cryptocurrency skyrocketed throughout the first half of 2021.
Reminiscent of the enthusiasm of 2017, the global public has signaled their desire for
a more equitable financial landscape. Thankfully, the maturity of blockchain technology
now presents willing participants with much more functional nuance than ever before.
The promise of this growing functionality has lured many into this nascent industry
with promises of financial freedom and inclusion. Nevertheless, both veteran and
amateur industry participants still grapple with significant industry inefficiencies. 

The decentralized exchange is without a doubt the fastest expanding area in the DeFi
space (DEX). Uniswap recently (2021) traded USD 439.7 million in a 24-hour period,
yielding liquidity providers USD 1.11 million in fees. It processed USD 953.6 million in a
single day at its peak in early September. The exchange now has roughly USD 2.39
billion in liquidity locked up. While these figures demonstrate the popularity of
Uniswap and DEXs in general, they are not without flaws.
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Poor performance
Due to the necessity to execute orders via a smart
contract, DEXs also suffer from higher latency. A
transaction must first be registered and validated on the
blockchain before it can be performed. At best, this takes
seconds, but it might take up to several hours during
times of significant network congestion. By the time a
trader tries to execute against an order that appears in
an order book, it may already be processing in the
current block. This will almost always result in a failed
transaction, but the trader will still have to pay the smart
contract costs. This is definitely problematic for traders
who use high-frequency trading algorithms.

Higher costs
Because smart contracts control every part of a transaction on an exchange, DEXs may
claim to be decentralized. Updating order book pricing on an order-bookbased
exchange like Ether Delta requires invoking a smart contract and paying a charge. This
implies that, even if no actual order execution occurs, frequent changes to limit orders,
stop loss orders, and other similar order book entries as may be necessary in a fast-
moving market result in a very high expense. 

Some DEXs try to reduce this cost by adopting a complicated layer 2 solution to handle
order book updates, or by simply centralizing order book administration entirely,
however both solutions are only compromises that do not solve the underlying
problem. 

While nowhere near as detrimental to the industry as outright scammers, unfair
launches nonetheless hamper blockchain's ability to facilitate financial inclusion. Many
new projects now opt for large allocations to private sale rounds, effectively locking the
individuals that require the most  financial access in investment process. 
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The private entities which receive these disproportionate allocations often receive
preferable rates due to their outsized shares of the project. Subsequently, these
entities can sell their tokens at a lower price while remaining in profit. This situation
benefits the few at the expense of the many. This process is akin to the current Wall
Street environment and does little to convince individuals of the powerful
differentiating force of blockchain. 

Solution
The Solid have a list of different projects
currently going under The Solid. We will
make sure we Empower, Educate &
Entertain the best way possible on
different platforms our community can
strive off. While many Blockchain experts
are trying to find more ways to marry
CRYPTO with FIAT. 

While it is difficult to implement margin
trades and options in the future P2P
environment, SOLID Team developed
innovative and yet more powerful tool to
allow traders generate short term Hedge
Trades. The aim of SOLID is to build a
community and culture of Crypto
Traders utilizing the Platform, helping
the community and benefiting from the
community. 

SOLID Team believes in reducing
dependency on FIAT altogether. Every
Crypto Asset has its value and can be
used as negotiating tool to acquire
another Crypto Asset. We believe that
demand for desired acquisition of
Crypto Assets can be fulfilled with
significant supply of various Crypto asset
holdings and negotiated directly by
trader peers. In addition, we believe
market now demands for ability to
hedge crypto assets for a short period
of time to acquire other Crypto holdings. 

SOLID Exchange Platform provides
secure, interactive and flexible Social
Trading Environment and user-friendly
interface for its community to manage
various types of transactions consisting
of many crypto assets. SOLID platform
allows traders globally to negotiate their
Crypto Asset trades directly interacting
with each other and sharing their
experience with the community.
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Low cost and high
performance
The SOLID will blur borders between decentralized platforms, by creating unison
system for SOLID token holders. Every Crypto Asset has its value and can be used as
negotiating tool to acquire another Crypto Asset. We believe that demand for desired
acquisition of Crypto Assets can be fulfilled with significant supply of various Crypto
asset holdings and negotiated directly by trader peers. 

The aim of SOLID is to build a community and culture of Crypto Traders utilizing the
Platform, helping the community and benefiting from the community. SOLID Exchange
Platform provides secure, interactive and flexible Social Trading Environment and user-
friendly interface for its community to manage various types of transactions consisting
of many crypto assets. 

Core values
Transperacy

Trust

Collaboration 



Transparecy
We want to make this project successful and bring an actual change. To achieve this,
we have brought a transparent plan. The core value of The Solid is transparency to the
our community. Being transparent with the community means we trust them enough
to reveal certain bits of information, without offering too much information. The
purpose of The Solid is to develop a digital ecosystem that benefits both the digital
world and the real world to have total freedom and control and to enable them trade
in crypto without any hustle. The Solid is aimed at providing value to the community.
Transparency primarily involves two areas: 
✓ proof of solvency and 
✓ proof of legitimate trading volumes. 
This is critical because community and investors need to know the risk of engaging
with a financial entity that holds their funds.

Collabration
There will be a constant collaboration with the investors and people of our community
backing our project. Throughout history, communities have played an intrinsic part in
how humans come together to share ideas, collaborate and align themselves with
each other to incorporate a common identity. Since the dawn of time, it has been
embedded in our DNA to naturally form tribes, factions, or groups to work together
and produce better results than if we were to operate alone. The Solid allows the
participation of the community, to be fair and transparent. Collaboration is a key
business enabler, we have decided to involve investors in community building
because:
✓ There is a business objective that cannot be achieved individually. 
✓ There is value for all parties in reaching the objective. 
✓ Communities acknowledge that the resulting value must be shared.
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Trust
Trust has pivotal importance in the blockchain market; it is the main building block of
every business environment. It is essential to build up trust before digging into any
contract. The NFT and crypto ecosystem require clarity not only in the community but
also in the development and security of the users. Hence, we work to gain the
trustworthiness of our users to grow and expand rapidly.

Key features
Some key features of The Solid are:

Secured 
and safe

The Solid leverages a distributed peer-to-peer consensus network
that cryptographically helps in securing every transaction. 

Quick
transfer

Instant fund transfer globally is available with the help of fast block
execution unlike traditional remittance, unmatched speed, and
payment processors. 

Decentr-
alized

Direct transactions among network participants without the
presence of a central facilitator are enabled with the help of
decentralized technology. 

Scalability

Easy to
use

User-friendly interface intended for seamless Real-world use
cases. 

Assures scalability for pacing up with the industry's transaction
requirements, thereby facilitating mass adoption of
cryptocurrency.



Risks
The Solid provides a lot of benefits to society and people unaware of Crypto trading,
but it is not without a risk. At The Solid, our team believes that we should be
transparent and declare the potential risks involved in The Solid. Not all disclosures or
statements are being made in this disclaimer section based on markets unpredictable
nature.

The Solid tokens cannot be mined or earned any other way than bought.
The market value of  SOLID may differ. SOLID tokens may change in value based on a
number of factors that are outside our control. There is no guarantee that SOLID
tokens will increase in value, provide a return, or have sufficient adoption and liquidity
on exchanges. The company reserves the right to refuse or cancel SOLID token
purchase requests at any time at its sole discretion.

Regulatory risks
The blockchain industry is in the initial stage of its regulation. Governments of
countries are in the process of studying blockchain technology, and some countries
impose restrictions (for example, the United States, China, South Korea). No legal
documents are regulating the crypto industry yet - the laws can appear later and can
significantly affect the activities of blockchain projects, including our project. We warn
you that such laws can significantly limit and even stop the project activity, we are not
responsible for the negative consequences associated with the possible regulation of
the industry in the future.
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Tokenomics

Token details
TOTAL SUPPLY: 200,000,000 SOLID
PRIVATE SALE AMOUNT: 17,000,000 SOLID
IDO Amount: 23,000,000 SOLID
CROWD SALE AMOUNT: 30,000,000 SOLID 

Sale details
Private Sale: Price $ 0.04/SOLID USD 
IDO Sale: Price $ 0.055/SOLID USD 
Crowd Sale: Price $ 0.065/SOLID USD
Vesting schedule: 60% at sales stage period end , rest
claiming 10% each months 

Token distribution

(locked for 24 months) 
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The Solid Trading platform release •  
Solid token several exchange listings •  

Staking & Liquidity •  

Funds ditribution

• Private Sale
• IDO Sale
• Crowd sale
• Marketing activities
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Release NFT project •  
Starting New generation VR project •  

Marketing activities •  

The Solid team will use a dedicated marketing strategy to promote the project and
ecosystem and spread the news about its solution. We'll also leverage consumer
interaction tactics and the services of the industry's leading marketplaces and
businesses with a track record of success. Through full-funnel growth hacking
approaches, they will unleash the platform's growth. We will also use social media
marketing and run ads on platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and a host of others.
The summary of our method of marketing include: 
✓ Influencer marketing 
✓  Content Marketing (YouTube, Medium, Telegram, Bitcoin talk, Reddit, and other
platforms that act as executive tools and medium) 

• Starting NFT project 
• Marketing activities 

• Release Virtual Reality project
• Marketing

Marketing strategy
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✓  Community engagement activities and rewards - airdrops and bounty programs 
✓  Ask me anything or AMA sessions on top platforms 
✓  Industry events/ exhibition 
✓  Press releases etc.
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A virtual reality project that will enable people to see their home
and offices prior to building it. With immaculate possibilities to
fulfil your fantasies for a probable dream house. 
The Architect will be a project where you can order your existing
home plan to be transformed it into the Virtual reality world, or
build your dream house through blockchain technology.

Future goals
The Solid is not just about a decentralized exchange or a trading platform. We are
working on launching some revolutionary projects that will benefit humanity for the
longer run. The Solid members will get exclusive benefits for our future projects. There
are various projects and updates coming up to make this initiative a haven for crypto
enthusiasts.

The SquareNFT

The Architect

The SquareNFT will be NFT marketplace under the Solid project.
Users will be able to buy and sell NFTs with lightning speed over
a secure blockchain network built by the Solid team. We plan to
make a market place for interior design options so you could 
 expand your opportunities in our VR project.

Take advantage of all future metaverse opportunities that are just beginning. The
architect will release/produce unique NFT products in connection with home interiors
and household items in cooperation with world known brands.
Through our additional NFT project thesquarenft.io you will be able to buy and sell NFT
digital goods for your new home. This concept will revolutionize the real estate
industry. 


